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Beyond the recent and innovative studies on what human remains can tell us, and how we can make them speak, we are left with one question: when we commemorate the victims, what do we do with their remains? This enquiry is far from rhetorical. It refers paradigmatically to their diverse public uses and their patrimonialisation, as already pursued by studies on history and memory in which interest is thriving. The function of human remains in commemorative practices is multiple, be it memorial, cognitive, probative or cathartic. However, their political function, with its various aspects and frameworks, is also heavily present in the articles that follow.
The question at the heart of this special issue contributes to the image-disappearance dialectic explored by Anouche Kunth in relation to the Armenian genocide, to this day denied by the Turkish State: what remains after the political erasing of the criminal act and its victims? How do we show, prove, remember or commemorate, through photography, not only the crime via the cadavers and human remains that it produces en masse, but also its denial and negation? How do we provide a 'clear representation of destruction' in the face of the political lie? How do we 'metabolise the void' into collective landmarks with the aim of tackling 'the question of afterwards?' Helen Jarvis also reflects on the iconographic representations of the horror. She questions the controversial commemorative treatments of the remains of the victims of the Khmer Rouge regime forty years on. She shows how far these 'powerful remains' (in both the material sense of bones and ashes, and the symbolic one of artistic representations) are 'hauntingly ever-present', 'well beyond memorial sites and graves'. Zahira Araguete, for her part, takes us to the very heart of collective re-inhumations and local commemorative rites, observing the spontaneous civil practices that arise in answer to the State's inaction faced with the remains of the victims of Francoism. Thus, a new space of resistance is opened up in response to the Spanish State's resignation. She visits this space using the example of the Extremadura region, where 'such novel funerary celebrations and inscriptions' from the ground acquire a specific function: the social reintegration of the Republicans who died, 'especially when a DNA match cannot be attained'. Finally, Rémi Korman and Jean-Marc Dreyfus also study the eminently political function of the commemorative treatment of human remains. The former reviews how the place given to these remains has evolved from 1994 to 2014 in the official national ceremonies commemorating the genocide of the Tutsis in Rwanda. He emphasises the change in paradigm, moving from a 'hyper-materiality' of mobilised bodies (conservation and over-exposure of bones) to a symbolising of the dead (accompanied by a new commemoration of absent or disappeared remains): a change in favour of 'the euphemisation of memorial practices' and the politics of reconciliation. Jean-Marc Dreyfus analyses the transfer of ashes from the sites of death in post-Holocaust Europe back to the victims' native countries and to Israel, from 1945 Israel, from to 1960 . This important but disparate phenomenon of transporting ashes for commemorative purposes is little present in the historiography and seems to embody a specific form of 'politics of the dead' in response to a particular post-war need.
The presence, like the absence, of the remains of victims of mass crime, in all forms and all commemorative contexts (centralised or decentralised, solemn or clandestine), involves fundamental stakes that transcend time. These inevitably require us to confront the question of the place and role of human remains in the community of the living in the aftermath of extreme violence. 
